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Classical electrodynamics has some annoying rough edges. The self-energy of charges is infinite without a cutoff. The calculation of relativistic trajectories is difficult because of retardation and an average radiation reaction term. By reconceptualizing electrodynamics in terms of exchanges of impulses rather than describing it by forces and potentials, we eliminate these problems. A fully relativistic theory using photonlike null impulses is developed. Numerical calculations for a two-body, one-impulse-in-transit model are discussed. A simple relationship between center-of-mass scattering angle and angular momentum was found. It reproduces the Rutherford cross section at low velocities and agrees with the leading term of relativistic distinguishable-particle quantum cross sections (Møller, Mott) when the distance of closest approach is larger than the Compton wavelength of the particle. Magnetism emerges as a consequence of viewing retarded and advanced interactions from the vantage point of an instantaneous radius vector. Radiation reaction becomes the local conservation of energy-momentum between the radiating particle and the emitted impulse. A net action is defined that could be used in developing quantum dynamics without potentials. A reinterpretation of Newton’s laws extends them to relativistic motion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional dynamics describes interactions with forces and fields; impulses are an afterthought. In contrast, impulse dynamics does not use forces or fields or differential equations; it models interactions as a continual exchange of impulses. But why bother with impulses? The familiar forces, fields, and potentials are not always a satisfactory foundation for dynamics. There are fundamental problems in classical electrodynamics that impulse dynamics successfully addresses or avoids.

The divergent electrostatic self-energy of charges is avoided because there are no self-fields; impulse dynamics deals only with the interaction between particles. The calculation of two-particle trajectories does not involve hard to solve retarded differential equations; it is algebraic and straightforward, although numerically challenging. Previous numerical studies of relativistic trajectories with retarded forces [1] have invoked radiation reaction to get small energy losses rather than an unphysical energy gain when using Lorentz forces without radiation reaction. Impulse dynamics gives consistent trajectories without introducing true radiation at all. Radiation reaction can be dealt with exactly and immediately by subtracting the energy and momentum of a radiated null impulse at the interaction vertex.

Surprisingly, the straightforward approach of impulse dynamics solves or avoids some of the problems at the foundations of classical electrodynamics. However, without potentials, the familiar Hamiltonian-Lagrangian formulation of quantum mechanics is unavailable. An approach similar to Feynman’s path integrals may be possible, since our treatment of impulse and particle energies and momenta is quantumlike. We are able to show how the classical action along a trajectory defines a Coulomb phase shift.

II. DYNAMIC MODEL

The basic dynamical system is two free particles with a photonlike null impulse in transit between them. An impulse is absorbed by one particle and another impulse immediately re-emitted toward the future position of the other particle where it will be absorbed. This future position is known because the absorbing particle is travelling with constant velocity between interaction vertices. The interaction is expressed by a continual exchange of impulses.

Except at the instant of absorption and emission, the total four-momentum of the system is

\[ p_{\text{total}} = p + q + k = p_{n-2,n} + p_{n-1,n+1} + k_{n-1,n}. \] (1)

To make momenta and events unambiguous, we introduce the convention of labeling momenta by the vertex numbers of the events at the start and end of that segment of the motion, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The last part of Eq. (1) makes the momentum choices explicit for the time interval \( t_{n-1} < t < t_n \). For any given source (emitting) vertex \( n \), we retain \( x \) and \( p \) to denote the position and four-momentum but change notation to \( y \) and \( q \) for the absorbing vertex variables. Because particles move with their free velocities and the impulses are proportional to the null vector between two vertices, the space-time location of the absorbing vertex \( y = x_{n+1} \) is easily computed from the emitting vertex \( x = x_n \), the absorbing particle momentum \( q = p_{n-1,n+1} \), and the vertex \( x_{n-1} \) from which \( q \) originates. By requiring continuity of energy-momentum flow at an interaction vertex,

\[ p_{\text{vertex}} = p_i + k_i = p_f + k_f \]

\[ = p_{n-2,n} + k_{n-1,n} = p_{n,n+2} + k_{n,n+1}, \] (2)

we are assured of energy-momentum conservation at all times.
Only minimum smoothness is imposed on trajectories. Motion is continuous, but velocities are either constant or change abruptly at interaction vertices. We give up differentiability.

We now define a relativistic impulse that reduces to a Coulomb-like interaction in the zero velocity limit. It consists of the product of the null vector $r^\mu$ connecting the emitting and absorbing vertices with an invariant expression proportional to $(1/r^2)$ in the zero velocity limit. The impulse is reminiscent of the Liénard-Wiechert potential but symmetrized between the source momentum $p$ and the absorber momentum $q$:

$$ l^\mu = \alpha p^\mu q^\mu / r^\mu p r q. $$ (3)

We refer to Eq. (3) as a pq impulse due to the $p q$ term in the numerator. Other possible impulses are discussed in Sec. V.

The null radius vector $r = y - x$ runs from the source point $x = x_0$ to the absorber point $y = x_{n+1}$. We choose $p_{n-2,n}$ as the source momentum $p = p_1$ and $p_{n-1,n+1}$ as the absorber momentum $q$. The roles and the labeling of the particles are interchanged for successive impulses, but the same mass is always associated with a specific particle trajectory (odd or even indices). The dimensionless coupling constant $\alpha$ is $\pm \epsilon^2/\hbar c \approx \pm 1/137$ for electrodynamics, but can be arbitrarily chosen. In the equal mass case, the asymptotic value of the denominator $r p r q \rightarrow r^2 m^2$.

As written, $l^\mu$ is a “bare” impulse and does not necessarily give $(p_f)^2 = m^2$, unless a correction factor $\eta$ is used to define the “physical” impulse

$$ k^\mu = \eta l^\mu. $$ (4)

Requiring

$$ m^2 = (p_f)^2 = (p_i + k_i - \eta l_f)^2, $$ (5)

and noting that $k^2 = l^2 = 0$, we get

$$ \eta = p_i \cdot k_i / l_f (p_i + k_i). $$ (6)

The factor $\eta$ is very close to 1 for large distances or for low energies. The product $r(\eta - 1)$ is approximately constant far from closest approach ($r > 100 r_{\text{min}}$). This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for $pq$ impulses (3). The bare impulse represents the asymptotic value and is useful for comparison to other theories. The deviation from (3) at finite distances is given by $\eta - 1$.

There are, however, problems for attractive impulses ($\alpha < 0$) at high energies or very small angular momenta when it is possible that $\eta < 0$, which changes the interaction to repulsive. Similar behavior has been noted for a relativistic test particle in a static Coulomb field [2]. When $L < |\alpha|$, the distance of closest approach becomes negative, the particle is captured and it may spiral into the origin.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Numerical calculations of trajectories were performed in the center-of-momentum system with the coordinate origin at the center-of-energy. Because of the wide range of momenta and initial conditions explored, numerical calculations are a challenge. Machine precision (about 20 decimal digits) was insufficient, so the multiple precision package GMP [3] was adopted. See the Appendix for more details.

The one-impulse-in-transit model is easily computable because the next interaction vertex can be found from the previous two vertices and the constant velocity of the absorbing particle. Using several impulses in transit would complicate this determination, perhaps requiring iterations and a protocol for splitting impulses. What is remarkable is how well the single impulse model succeeds.

Units are chosen so $\hbar = c = 1$. For electrodynamics, the dimensionless coupling constant is $\alpha = \pm \epsilon^2/\hbar c \approx \pm 1/137$. Note that $\alpha$ is signed to treat both repulsive and attractive interactions. Our metric is such that $p^\mu p_\mu = E^2 - p \cdot p = m^2 > 0$.

By choosing the center-of-momentum system with the origin at the center-of-energy $\vec{s} = \sum E_i \vec{x}_i / \sum E_i$, the point of closest approach stays near the coordinate origin, regardless.
TABLE I. Scale and number of interaction vertices for electrons with $P = m_e = 1$ at selected initial distances $R$ from the origin. At this velocity, most of the momentum transfer ($\approx 95\%$) occurs at the closest four vertices. The number of vertices increases as log $R$ due to the increasing times for impulse transit; this number also scales roughly as $1/v$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Vertices ($v = 0.7c$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10^{10}$</td>
<td>0.4 millimeters</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{20}$</td>
<td>0.6 Earth radius</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{30}$</td>
<td>4 light years</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{40}$</td>
<td>2 Hubble lengths</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the initial separation. Moreover, the angular momentum of the system in these coordinates

$$L^{\mu\nu} = \sum_j p_j^\mu (x_j - \vec{x})^\nu - (x_j - \vec{x})^\mu p_j^\nu$$

has only the familiar spacelike components of $\mathbf{L}$. One must calculate $L^{\mu\nu}$ using positions at the same time and including the impulse in addition to the two particles.

Since the four-momentum of the null impulse goes to zero at large distances, $(\omega, k) \to (0,0)$, we take $P$ as the magnitude of the asymptotic space momentum of either particle. In the case of unequal masses, we distinguish $E_a = \sqrt{P^2 + m_a^2}$ and $E_b = \sqrt{P^2 + m_b^2}$, whereas when $m_a = m_b$ we may simply write $E$ and $m$. Usually we choose $m$ to be the electron mass and set $m = 1$; in the case of unequal masses, $m_a$ is usually set larger than $m_b$. Thus the unit length is the reduced Compton wavelength of the electron, $\hbar/m_c$. Large initial distances ($R > 10^{20}$) were needed to provide suitably asymptotic values for scattering angles and total action (see Table I).

Since the particles and the impulse travel at known constant velocities, the transit time and the absorption point of an impulse can be determined. Let $\Delta t = (t' - t)$ be the time interval for an impulse between its emission at $(t,x) = x_4$ by the particle having momentum $p_4 = p_{2,4}$ to its absorption at point $(t', y') = x_5$. The absorbing particle has had the momentum $q = q_{3,5}$ since emitting the previous impulse $k_1 = k_{3,4}$ at $(t - \delta t, y - \delta y) = x_3$, where $y = q/E_4$. The equal-time separation of the particles at $t$ is $d = -y - x$ and the retarded radius is $r = y' - x = d + v\Delta t$. Requiring a null interval $r^2 = c^2(\Delta t)^2$ for the transit of the impulse $k_{4,5}$ gives the equation $(c^2 - v^2)(\Delta t)^2 = -2d \cdot (v(\Delta t) - d^2) = 0$. This has solutions

$$\Delta t = \left(\frac{v}{c}\right)^2 \left[\frac{d \cdot v \pm \sqrt{(d \cdot v)^2 + c^2d^2/v^2}}{2}\right].$$

(7)

where $y^2 = c^2/(c^2 - v^2) = E^2/m^2c^4$ and velocities are expressed as $\beta = v/c = PC/E$. The solution with the positive sign is the future $\Delta t$ for $k_{4,5}$ and the solution with the negative sign is the past $\Delta t$ for $k_{3,4}$.

One difficulty with an impulse exchange dynamics is initialization. An incoming impulse is needed for the first interaction vertex. The approach adopted is to take a large starting separation and project the moment of one particle further backward in time to find the vertex at which it would emit an impulse to the first calculated interaction vertex. That impulse is calculated assuming a zero incoming impulse. The process is iterated to adjust the momenta $p, q$, and $k$ at the starting separation so that the total initial four-momentum of the particles and impulse equals the asymptotic $(2E, 0)$. To be more explicit, I will give a rough sketch of the algorithm for the case of equal masses $m$, asymptotic particle momenta $P$, total angular momentum $L$, and initial particle separation $2R$ at $t_1 = -|RE/P|$. Take the initial particle momenta to be $P = Q$.

(i) Define the starting momenta and positions of the two particles, one (a) with momentum $p = (E, Q, 0, 0)$ at $x_1 = (t_1, -R, 0, 2/0)$ and the other (b) with momentum $q = (E, -Q, 0, 0)$ at $y_1 = (t_1, R, 0, 2/0)$, where $b = L/Q$.

(ii) Project the position of (a) back in time to $x_0$ so a null impulse emitted will reach $y_1$ at $t_1$. Calculate the corresponding null impulse $k = k_{0,1}$. One cannot calculate $\eta_b$ because there is no previous impulse. Either set $\eta_b = 1$ or, preferably, estimate $\eta_b$ as described below.

(iii) Recalculate $p = -q - k$ so the space momentum of the system is zero, and put $p$ on the mass shell with $E_p = \sqrt{P^2 + m^2}$. In the resulting system, the particles and the impulse are on the mass shell, but the total energy may differ from the asymptotic $2E$.

(iv) Solve $\sqrt{(-q - k)^2 + m^2 + \sqrt{r^2 + m^2} + |k|} = 2E$ for $Q = |q|$. Then repeat steps (i) through (iv), recalculating $p$, $q$, and $k$, until the total energy is sufficiently close to $2E$.

(v) When the iteration converges, successively interchange the roles of $p$ and $q$ and proceed to calculate the trajectory.

(vi) When the particles are traveling outward and reach a separation greater than $2R$, evaluate the scattering angle.

If an appropriate initial $\eta_0 \neq 1$ is used, the trajectory evolves as if it had started in the infinite past (see Fig. 2, regions (I) and (F) and Table II). The form of the initial $\eta_0$ correction is suggested by the value of $r(\eta - 1)/\alpha$ at distances far from the origin. Finding the exact expression requires some experimentation. For equal masses, $\eta_0 = 1 = 2\alpha E/m^2 r$, where $r$ is the distance traveled by the null impulse. See Sec. V for more discussion.

A simplified implementation of this algorithm has been written in MAXIMA [4] and is furnished as Supplemental Material [5].

IV. TRAJECTORIES AND CROSS SECTIONS

Classical trajectories are smooth curves as seen in Fig. 3. In contrast, impulse trajectories involve straight line travel between interaction vertices. Explicitly treating two interacting particles, rather than reducing the problem to a central

| Eq. | Excited | $|\eta - 1|$ | $\eta_0 - 1$ |
|-----|---------|-------------|-------------|
| (3) | No      | $2aP/m^2r$  | $2aE/m^2r$  |
| (3) | Yes     | $\alpha/2Er$ | $\alpha/2Er$ |
| (18) | No      | $\alpha/Er$  | 0           |
| (18) | Yes     | 0           | 0           |


A sampling of impulse trajectories for equal-mass particles interacting with a $pq$ impulse (3) is given in Fig. 4. To include all vertices, a reciprocal plot was used. This emphasizes changes of direction near the turning point and drastically suppresses the display of the nearly straight line travel in the asymptotic regions.

In the impulse case, the motion is qualitatively hyperbolic with almost straight asymptotes and most of the turning occurring within 16 times the distance of closest approach. For larger momenta, ($v > 0.1c$), the fewer impulses near the turning point no longer blend visually into a smooth curve.

For $\eta$-corrected impulses in the center-of-momentum system, there is a simple relation between the asymptotic scattering angle $\theta$ and the angular momentum $L$ for fixed $P$, $m_a$, $m_b$, and $\alpha$:

$$L \tan(\theta/2) = L_{90} = \alpha \cdot q / (P(a) + E_b),$$

where $P$ is the asymptotic momentum of either particle, $E_a = \sqrt{P^2 + m_a^2}$, and $E_b = \sqrt{P^2 + m_b^2}$. The asymptotic initial four-vectors in $p \cdot q$ are $p = (E_a, P)$ and $q = (E_b, -P)$. I have found it useful to denote the right-hand side of Eq. (8) as $L_{90}$, the angular momentum for 90° scattering.

In the low velocity limit, (8) reduces to the familiar classical result [6],

$$L \tan(\theta/2) = \alpha \cdot m_a m_b / (m_a + m_b).$$

Only a finite number of photons is needed to calculate a scattering angle to any desired accuracy. The asymptotic relation (8) was inferred from numerical trends and verified computationally. Although the varying nearest approaches seen in Fig. 4 at high energies may suggest that small changes in the emission times of the initial photon could lead to significantly different scattering angles, the convergence of the calculated $\tan(\theta/2)$ to the asymptotic value is rapid. For equal masses, the difference decreases as $1/R^2$ and, for unequal masses, as $1/R$ (where $2R$ is the initial and final separation). Thus, at a sufficiently large starting distance, changes in the initial distance (or time) result only in small and predictable changes in the calculated scattering angle.

For $\alpha < 0$, $L$ is the same as for $|\alpha|$. However, for nearly head-on collisions, impulses can become so negative that the invariant $m^2 = (p_i + k_i)^2 < 0$ and $\eta$ changes sign, changing the interaction to repulsive. In the range $0.001m < P < 1000m$, this happens for $L < |\alpha|E/m$. The bound is imprecise because the details of closest approach depend on the initial separation $2R$. One can introduce an alternative scaling of the impulse, $m^2/(m^2 - m^2)$, to avoid the sign change, but this results in energy loss and capture into orbit. Similar behavior,
when \( \alpha < 0 \), has been noted for a classical relativistic test particle in a static Coulomb field [2].

Impulse dynamics is constructed and calculated using the formalism of special relativity; it is relativistic. The low velocity limit gives the familiar motion of Newtonian particles in a central potential. The remaining point at issue is whether and when the impulse reproduces the interactions seen at relativistic velocities, either in quantum scattering or in classical orbits. We will show how well the \( pq \) impulse Eq. (3) succeeds and see that another candidate, the \( mM \) impulse Eq. (18), does not. To facilitate comparisons, we convert Eq. (8) into a differential cross section.

\[
\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} |_{ID} = \frac{\alpha^2}{4(E_a + E_b)^2} \frac{(p \cdot q)^2}{\sin^4(\theta/2)}. \tag{10}
\]

This is a relativistic generalization of the Rutherford cross section. Note that \((E_a + E_b)^2\) can be written \((p + q)^2\).

Quantum differential cross sections for the equal mass case have been simplified to apply to distinguishable particles by removing the interference terms and to a cross section derived from the analytic solutions for a classical relativistic test particle in a static central potential [8]. Calculation of orbits or trajectories of a relativistic test particle in a static potential seems easy because one can apparently ignore the problems of recoil and retardation. The central mass is assumed to be infinite so it will not move and thus retardation and recoil need not be considered. In contrast, scattering in impulse dynamics handles retardation and recoil correctly; one can then take the limit of one mass going to infinity.

In the limit \( m_a = m \) and \( m_b \to \infty \), (10) becomes

\[
\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} |_{ID} \to \frac{\alpha^2 E^2}{4P^4 \sin^4(\theta/2)}, \tag{15}
\]

which can be compared to the Mott cross section

\[
\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} |_{Mott} = \frac{\alpha^2 E^2}{4P^4 \sin^4(\theta/2)}, \tag{16}
\]

and to a cross section derived from the analytic solutions for a classical relativistic test particle in a static central potential [8]. No simple formula comparable to the above is available, but using \( d\sigma/d\Omega = \frac{\theta}{\sin \theta} |db/\theta| = L/(\sin \theta P^2 |db/\theta|) \) and \( \lambda = \sqrt{L^2 - \alpha^2} \),

\[
\frac{d\theta}{dL} = \frac{2\alpha}{\lambda} \left[ \frac{\tan^{-1}(\nu \lambda/\alpha)}{2} - \frac{\nu L^2}{\lambda^2} \right]. \tag{17}
\]

This holds for \( L > \alpha > 0 \); for \( \alpha > L > 0 \), replace \( \tan^{-1}() \) with \( \tanh^{-1}() \). A graphical comparison of (15), (16), (17) is given in the Supplemental Material [5].

For nonforward scattering, the angular momentum for scattering to a given angle is larger for impulses than for the test particle, so the impulse cross sections are larger. The difference is important only for small impact parameters in the quantum interaction region. The Mott expression (16) differs from (15) by a factor \([1 - v^2 \sin^2(\theta/2)]\). This factor, a third example of quantum correction terms, is \([1 - v^2]\) in the backward direction and greater than \([1 - \sin^2(\theta/2)]\) for forward scattering. The regions of agreement are similar to those found in the equal mass case.

V. OTHER IMPULSES

As mentioned above, we have considered other relativistic impulses. All of them reduce to a Coulomb-like interaction in the zero velocity limit but differ in their effective coupling as velocities increase. Replacing \( p \cdot q \) in the numerator of Eq. (3) with \( m_a m_b \),

\[
l'' = \alpha m_a m_b r''/r \cdot r \cdot q. \tag{18}
\]
We refer to Eq. (18) as an $mM$ impulse. The numerator term $m_am_b$ gives a smaller effective coupling constant for high energies than is the case for Eq. (3).

There is also a choice of either $p_i$ or $p_i + k_i$ as the source momentum $p_i$; we will call these “unexcited” and “excited” vertices, respectively. Our original choice for the $mM$ impulse Eq. (18) was to use an “excited” emission vertex $p = p_{\text{vertex}} = p_{n-2,n} + k_{n-1,n}$ because it gave $(p_f)^2 = m^2$ numerically (i.e., $\eta = 1$) and seemed to lead to simpler results for the angular dependence in scattering. With either choice (excited or unexcited) for the source vertex $p_i$, the corresponding $\eta$ correction changes $l^\mu$ to the (numerically same) physical impulse $k^\mu$. It does not matter whether the emission vertex is excited. Initial impulse $= \alpha$ for Eq. (3) for impulse corrections are applied.

We also tried substituting $p \to q$ impulses (3). It also reduces to (9) when $u \to 0$ but has a smaller value than Eq. (8) when $m_a m_b < p \cdot q$. As $v \to 1$, $L_0 \to \alpha$ for Eq. (3), but for Eq. (18), $L_0$ continues to decrease.

We also tried substituting $[r \cdot (p + q)]^2$ for the previous denominator $r \cdot p \cdot r \cdot q$:

$$l^\mu = \alpha [(p + q) \cdot (p + q)] r^\mu /[r \cdot (p + q)]^2.$$  
Equation (20) appears to be more like the classical Coulomb case, since $r \cdot (p + q) \approx r F_{\text{coul}}$ in the center-of-momentum system. These other Coulomb-like impulses also have constant regions (A,R) like those seen in Fig. 2 but differ in the near region (N). Equations (20) and (18) give the same physical impulse once the corresponding $\eta$ corrections are applied.

Thus, there are only two families of effective impulses, equivalent to either Eq. (18) or Eq. (3). Since the required $|\eta - 1|$ is considerably larger for Eq. (20), we conclude that the Liénard-Wiechert-like denominator is more descriptive of the physics.

One referee has pointed out that keeping particles on the mass shell with the $\eta$ correction makes only the choice of the initial photon magnitude important; subsequent to that, it suffices that $k^\mu$ is collinear with $r^\mu$ and that both are null four-vectors. This succinctly explains my numerical observations of two families of effective impulses.

As discussed in Sec. IV, the choice Eq. (3) for impulse electrodynamics is in broad agreement with relativistic Møller and Mott cross sections [7].

VI. CONNECTIONS TO CLASSICAL ELECTRODYNAMICS

A. Magnetism

The $pq$ impulse Eq. (3) was constructed to give the dominant Coulomb interaction in the low-velocity limit. It is not immediately obvious that there are components that can be identified with magnetic forces. One motivation for the $pq$ impulse was the $-p \cdot q$ correction to the radial impulse that comes “free” from the four-vector dot product. Due to a plausible similarity of $k^\mu$ to the vector potential $A^\mu$, considerable effort was spent trying to add terms proportional to $p$ and $q$ to supply the $u (v \cdot r)/r^2$ term of the classical magnetic force but to no avail.

Finally I realized that the classical expressions are stated in a Galilean frame with an instantaneous radius vector $r_o$ rather than a retarded one. Moreover, the relativistic Liénard-Wiechert forces can also be so stated, differing from the classical forces only by a multiplying factor [9]

$$G(u, r_o) = \gamma / [1 + (\gamma u \cdot r_o)^2]^{1/2}.$$  
As $u \to 1$, $G$ narrows and peaks perpendicular to the direction of travel, modeling transverse photons; retardation modifies the character of peaking in the case of impulses.

Since we do not have fields in impulse dynamics, we must compare average impulse forces to Liénard-Wiechert forces. To make our comparisons explicit, we take $y = x_3$ in Fig. 1 as our “field” point and introduce a point $x$ on the line between $x_3$ and $x_5$ with the same time coordinate as $y_3$ as our equal time source point. Then $r_o = y - x$ and $\Delta t$ is the time component of $x_5 - x_3$. The source velocity $u$ corresponds to $p_{3,5}$ and we consider an arbitrary velocity $v$ for the field point rather than one corresponding to the moment $q_{2,4}$ or $q_{4,6}$ on a trajectory.

The average impulse force is

$$F_I = (k_{3,4} - k_{4,5})/\Delta t$$

and the Liénard-Wiechert force is

$$F_E = \alpha G [r_o + v \times (u \times r_o)]/r_o^3.$$  
Naively one might expect a stationary charge of opposite magnitude would cancel the Coulomb force $F_E$ of a moving charge and leave a net magnetic force. Because of relativistic effects in the factor $G$, this happens only to order $u^2$, of the same order of magnitude ($uv$) as the magnetic force. Because of the symmetry between $p$ and $q$ in the impulses, we find

$$|F_I - F_B| r_o^2 \approx \alpha \max(u^2, v^2),$$

which effectively masks the radial magnetic force.

Although I could not verify the radial magnetic force, the components of $F_I$ and $F_B$ perpendicular to $r_o$ do agree very well:

$$|r_o \times (F_I - F_B)| r_o \approx \alpha uv \max(u^2, v^2).$$

Typical geometries with $v \cdot r_o \neq 0$ have the perpendicular magnetic force smaller than $F_B$, but it is possible to choose $v \perp r_o$, making the full $F_B$ nonradial while maintaining this agreement. For laboratory velocities of a few centimeters per second (fusing currents in copper wires have $u \approx v \approx 10^{-10} c$), this happens to an accuracy of $10^{-20}$. Useful agreement continues until $u \approx v \approx 10^{-2} c$, when the effects of retardation and discretization influence $F_I$ in ways that differ from the peaking exhibited by $G$. In the comparison of the magnetic component of impulse forces, there is good agreement for both types of impulses Eqs. (3) and (18) at low velocities; differences emerge at high velocities.

A better theory of neutral conductors is needed. The discrepancy noted in Eq. (24) also occurs with the conventional Coulomb force on a stationary charge due to the apparently neutral combination of a moving charge and a stationary
counter charge of opposite sign. This is because $G \neq 1$ for the moving charge. The lack of cancellation is small ($\approx u^2$), less than one electron per Coulomb of charge.

The purpose of this subsection was to show that classical (laboratory) magnetism is included implicitly in retarded impulses. At relativistic velocities, the magnetic force grows to match the radial force in magnitude and both are strongly modified by the factor $G$. It can be questioned whether Liénard-Wiechert potentials or forces suffice to describe extreme relativistic interactions, since they depend on projecting straight line trajectories backward to estimate retardation. Our discussion of relativistic cross sections in Sec. IV shows that the $pq$ impulse adequately describes classical interactions at high velocities and the predominance of forward scattering noted there does indicate that the Liénard-Wiechert forces should perform well.

We conclude that retardation (and anticipation) effects seen from the vantage point of an instantaneous radius vector account for classical magnetic forces. This is consistent with a magnetic field arising from a Lorentz transformation of a static Coulomb field.

**B. Radiation reaction and radiation**

Impulse dynamics already has a mechanism for radiation reaction. Conservation of four-momentum at a vertex serves to transfer energy and momentum between particles and radiation in the same way that it handles the impulse exchanges which describe interparticle interactions. A scalar null impulse corresponds to a radiation photon as in the classical theory which describe interparticle interactions. A scalar null impulse adequately describes classical interactions at high velocities and the predominance of forward scattering noted there does indicate that the Liénard-Wiechert forces should perform well.

We conclude that retardation (and anticipation) effects seen from the vantage point of an instantaneous radius vector account for classical magnetic forces. This is consistent with a magnetic field arising from a Lorentz transformation of a static Coulomb field.

For low energies, the asymptotic phase is

$$\omega \approx \pi L/\omega_0^2 \approx u^2$$

and that the spectrum does not depend on the energy of the emitted impulse. The excitation $X_n(\Delta q)$ is general, while $X^\star$ is defined only for $\alpha > 0$. For low energies, $X^\star$ and $X(\Delta q)$ are numerically close.

This gives an incremental energy loss

$$\Delta W_n[\text{impulse}] = -X_n \int_0^{\omega_{\text{max}}} \omega d\omega / m^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

The maximum energy $\omega_{\text{max}}$ of a radiated impulse $k$ is restricted by the requirement that sufficient excitation remains after radiation to continue the exchange of impulses which describe the interaction between the charges. This maximum depends on the vertex. It is largest near the turning point or with small $L$. It falls off at large distances and large impact parameters.

The energy loss computed from (27) along a nonrelativistic hyperbolic trajectory is proportional to the loss computed from the Larmor radiation damping formula, based on average accelerations. Note that both the impulse and the Larmor energy losses were computed by assuming that no actual radiation occurred and that the elastic collision trajectory was maintained by external means. Also, it is problematic to calculate the trajectories of relativistic charges in classical electrodynamics. I expect to be able to address these issues by comparing an ensemble of impulse trajectories including radiative losses to the first-order quantum electrodynamics bremsstrahlung cross section [10].

**VII. QUANTUM MECHANICS**

**A. Probabilities and couplings**

Impulse dynamics gives broken line trajectories, continuous but not differentiable at the interaction vertices. Ensembles of trajectories with different initial positions, but the same $L$ and asymptotic $P$, give a relationship between $L$ and the scattering angle $\theta$. There is no potential originating from a single particle as in the classical case, only photonlike impulses in transit. In the Newtonian limit, $(v \to 0)$, forces corresponding to classical potentials can be recovered from the difference between absorbed and emitted impulses.

Taking impulses as the underlying mechanics, classical potentials are at most a statistical property of an ensemble of impulses and may not be recoverable when retardation is relevant. From this point of view, potentials or forces do not determine the classical interaction of particles but rather describe the average local behavior of an ensemble of particles interacting via impulses. If potentials are statistical, a quantum mechanics based on potentials is intrinsically statistical, relative to predictions of particle motion described by impulse exchange or to seemingly deterministic classical calculations.

Classical impulses are scalars without the vector polarization of conventional photons. Since both are massless, I tend to identify impulses with photons. In standard quantum electrodynamics, two spinor particles are coupled to a single vector photon (either absorbed or emitted) at an interaction vertex. In impulse dynamics, with the continual exchange of impulses, interaction vertices would couple four quanta (two particles and two impulses). This suggests that interaction impulses will be realized with spinors describing the momentum exchanges over finite distances and not by vectors describing asymptotic momentum transfers. The conventional vector field would be the difference between pairs of incoming and outgoing impulses, summed over the entire trajectory.

Radiation is still a candidate for a vector coming in from infinity or going out to infinity. For consistency, even this radiation might be treated as a spinor; the vector nature of photons arises from the vector nature of the electromagnetic field which impulse dynamics does not use.

**B. Action and phase shifts**

One approach to quantum scattering is to compare the phase shift between interacting particles and free particles with the same asymptotic states. The Coulomb case is made difficult by a logarithmic divergence of this phase difference due to the long range of the interaction [11].

In the nonrelativistic expansion of a free plane wave by spherical waves, the asymptotic phase is $Pr + \pi L/2$. The difference between the asymptotic phase of a nonrelativistic
Coulomb wave function and a free plane wave is

$$-\Lambda \ln 2P r + \delta_L[nr].$$

(28)

Conventionally, \(\Lambda\) is written as \(n, P\) as \(k, L\) is restricted to integer values, and

$$\delta_L[nr] = \arg \Gamma(L + 1 + in).$$

(29)

In quantum mechanics, the phase of a scattering amplitude or wave function is proportional to the classical action. Instead of arguing, as Feynman did [12], that interference restricts the contributions to possible paths near the classical path, we simply compute the action difference along a classical impulse trajectory

$$S_L = \sum_{n=r/2}^{\infty} \sum_{\text{vertices}} (P^\mu \Delta x_\mu - m \Delta \tau_{\text{free}})_n.$$

(30)

For a single trajectory, the sum is over every other \(n\), even or odd. The action of the interacting particle between interaction vertices, \((P^\mu \Delta x_\mu)_n\), differs from \(m \Delta \tau_{\text{free}} = m^2 \Delta \tau/E\), the action of a free particle with mass \(m\) and constant momentum \(P\). Subtraction of \(\sum m \Delta \tau_{\text{free}}\) removes the large linear term in the action which corresponds to the asymptotic phase \(Pr\) in the nonrelativistic case.

The individual terms in Eq. (30),

$$S_n = P^\mu_{n+2}(x_{n+2} - x_n) - m^2(t_{n+2} - t_n)/E,$$

(31)

are numerically constant on a single trajectory. They depend on \(P, m\), and \(\alpha\) but not on \(L\). This can be seen as a continuum analog of the Bohr orbital quantum condition. We find numerically that \(S_n(m_a) = 2L \rho_0 P/E_a\) and \(S_n(m_b) = 2L \rho_0 P/E_b\). In the equal mass case for a \(pq\) impulse Eq. (3),

$$S_n = \alpha(1 + v^2),$$

where \(v = P/E\).

Like the Coulomb phase shift, this net action Eq. (30) exhibits a logarithmic divergence, \(S \rightarrow \Lambda \ln(r),\) which does not depend on \(L\). The coefficient \(\Lambda\) can be determined numerically from \(S_n \rightarrow \Lambda \ln(r_n/r_{n+2}).\) In this section, \(r\) is the distance from a vertex to the origin, not the distance traveled by an impulse between vertices. Assuming \(L = 0,\) one can derive the limit \(r_{n+2}/r_n \rightarrow (1 + v)(1 + u)/(1 - v)(1 - u),\) where \(v = P/E_a\) and \(u = P/E_b\). These sign choices hold when the particles are moving away from each other. For \(m_a = m_b,\) this gives \(\Lambda = v \rho_0/\ln((1 + v)/(1 - v)).\)

However, the calculated action \(S_L\) depends on the final radial distance \(r_f,\) which changes with \(L,\) and on the initial distance \(r_i.\) To remove the asymptotic dependence on \(r_i\) and \(r_f,\) we define \(\tilde{S}_L = S_L - \Lambda \ln(r_i r_f).\) For \(\alpha > 0,\) the difference between phase shifts for \(L > 0\) and \(L = 0\) is numerically found to be

$$\delta_\rho = \tilde{S}_L - \tilde{S}_0 = -\Lambda \ln(1 + \rho^2),$$

(32)

where \(\rho = L/L_90 = \cot(\theta/2)\) and \(L_90\) corresponds to 90° scattering. The calculations show that changing the sign of \(\alpha\) simply changes the signs of \(\Lambda\) and \(\tilde{S}_L.\) Another reference point must be chosen for \(\alpha < 0,\) since \(S_0\) is not defined.

With these results, an \(S\) matrix for scalar interactions should be calculable. An extension to spin and a comparison to quantum field theoretic results is beyond the scope of this paper.

A. Results and open questions

We have explored an alternative model for the classical electrodynamic interaction of elementary charged particles. The theory satisfies special relativity and conserves four-momentum by construction. Impulses replace forces. High-precision numerical algebra replaces retarded differential equations. Since we consider only interactions between charges and do not use fields, the question of self-energies does not arise. Trajectories are calculated without having to deal with runaway solutions. The nonrelativistic relation between angular momentum and scattering angle is extended to the relativistic domain. We argue that photonlike impulses include both radial Coulomb forces and transverse magnetic forces. Classical potentials may in fact be statistical and descriptive only of the static limit. Hence a quantum mechanics based on them is “born” statistical. We suggest a net action to describe relativistic phase shifts.

Impulse dynamics is incomplete. The theory of radiation is rudimentary. How does one do quantum mechanics or quantum field theory without potentials? What about other types of impulses? For instance, \(-|\alpha| P^\mu\) might describe quark interactions. Can one calculate trajectories for three or more interacting particles when the extrapolation of future position is not straightforward or perhaps only possible by successive approximation?

B. Revisiting Newton’s laws

Newton’s laws survive in an instructively modified, but strengthened, form. Since interactions occur only at separated vertices, particles travel with their free velocities almost all the time; they are not subject to forces acting continuously. Conservation of energy and momentum at interaction vertices encompasses the other two laws (force and reaction). The four-momentum of a particle changes abruptly as the result of absorption or emission of an impulse. The change is in the direction of the retarded (or advanced) radius. Radiation reaction is the conservation of four-momentum at emission; the emitting particle loses exactly what the impulse carries off. By focusing on the flow of energy-momentum, both of the particles and of the impulses, an equal and opposite reaction occurs locally at the vertex. The problems with magnetic forces and forces propagating at finite velocities disappear when the impulses are considered in addition to the particles alone.
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**APPENDIX: NUMERICAL ACCURACY AND CONSTRAINTS (INFERRING RELATIONSHIPS)**

Because of the wide range of momenta investigated, numerical calculations are a challenge. Cancellations occur...
in four-vector dot products due to the minus sign, just as they can occur in the calculation of $\Delta t$. With considerable effort, many expressions can be rewritten so large cancellations do not occur. For example, when $\Delta t \geq 0$ and $\mathbf{d} \cdot \mathbf{v} \leq 0$,

$$
\Delta t = \mathbf{d}^2/\left[\sqrt{(\mathbf{d} \cdot \mathbf{v})^2 + \mathbf{d}^2/\gamma^2 - \mathbf{d} \cdot \mathbf{v}}\right].
$$

Accurate kinetic energies at any velocity can be obtained from $E - m = \mathbf{p}^2/(E + m)$.

Despite careful programming, results obtained with machine long-double precision (64 bits, ca. 20 decimal digits) were suspect for $P > 10m$. To untangle real results (e.g., $\eta \neq 1$) from numerical accuracy problems, the multiple precision package GMP [3] was adopted. This allows one to choose the number of bits of precision in the calculations dynamically, which can then be repeated and compared at different accuracies. Accurate calculation of $\eta - 1$, the perpendicular magnetic force, and the net action Eq. (30) require much more than machine precision, we routinely use 128 or 256 bits or occasionally more.

Long after adopting GMP, it was realized that one part of the precision problem had been that the cumulative time coordinate became so large near the turning point (point of closest approach) that $\Delta t$ was very inaccurate when compared to $\Delta \mathbf{r}$. Setting $t_1 = -|R/V|$ instead of $t_1 = 0$ largely eliminates this problem and restores many orders of magnitude of accuracy to the calculations ($R$ is the initial distance of the $m = 1$ particle from the origin and $V$ is its asymptotic velocity).

How does one parametrize calculational results? The scattering angle relations were inferred from numerical trends and verified computationally.

The determination of this relationship was an iterative process that involved noticing parts of the equations, such as $L \tan(\theta/2)/\alpha$ being constant as $L$ varied with fixed $P$. This constant product with its proportionality to $\alpha$ might have been surmised from the classical formula Eq. (9). This product was then computed for a wide range of $P$ to guess other factors. For $P \ll m$, where $E \approx m$, the inverse $P$ dependence is apparent. It was easier to guess the remaining factor in the equal mass case.

Graphical presentation of the variability of partial relationships over a large parameter range can be extremely helpful in understanding the remaining variation. When the parametric variation is normalized out, the resulting graph is a straight line over all or part of its range. This approach was used in studying $r(\eta - 1)$ for several types of impulses and vertex excitations. It also helped in seeing the angular variation of $\mathbf{r}_i \times \mathbf{F}_f$ (after scaling by $\mathbf{r}_i/(uv)$).

The conventional Coulomb phase shift formula suggested several parts of my phase shift analysis. When the impulse phase had a logarithmic dependence on $r$, I extracted its coefficient $\Lambda$ and tried standardizing the action to fixed initial and final distances. The quadratic behavior of $S_0 - S_L$ for $L < L_{90}$ and linear behavior for $L > L_{90}$ suggested using $\rho = L/L_{90}$ and ultimately the functional form $\ln(1 + \rho^2)$.